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		Gov Awards Six New UK Project Gigabit Broadband Build Contracts

		
		

	
	


	
		

The Government has this morning announced a mass of additional contract awards under their £5bn Project Gigabit broadband rollout programme, which includes builds for West Herefordshire and the Forest of Dean, the Peak District, Dorset and South Somerset, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and finally, Mid West Shropshire.

The above announcements are in addition to Quickline’s success in securing the £44m Project Gigabit contract to deploy a full fibre network across 32,100 additional premises in hard to reach rural areas of South Yorkshire (Lot 20), which was also announced this morning (here). We got an earlier press release on that one, so it was covered separately.

NOTE: Nearly 82% of UK premises can already access gigabit speeds (up from over 72% at the end of 2022), which drops to around 65% when only looking at full fibre (up from 45%).

Just to recap. The project itself aims to help extend 1Gbps (download) capable broadband networks to reach at least 85% of UK premises by the end of 2025, before aiming to achieve “nationwide” coverage (c. 99%) by 2030 (here). Commercial investment is expected to deliver more than 80% of this, which leaves the government’s scheme to focus on helping to tackle some of the final 20% (mostly rural and some sub-urban areas), where the private sector alone often fails. The project is technology neutral, but Fibre-to-the-Premises (FTTP) is strongly favoured.

The project uses a number of different methods to tackle this challenge (e.g. vouches and investment in dark fibre builds), but the largest part of the scheme involves a gap-funded subsidy approach – the Gigabit Infrastructure Subsidy (GIS). This is where smaller local, larger regional or major cross-regional contracts are awarded to network operators who can help to build their gigabit-capable infrastructure into the most challenging areas (final 20%).

At this point, we’d normally do detailed individual summaries of each announcement, but that simply isn’t practical with so many contract awards being announced on the same day. Instead, we’ve summarised today’s headline developments below.

The New Project Gigabit Contract Awards

➤ West Herefordshire and the Forest of Dean (Lot 15)

FullFibre awarded £23.4 million to connect 7,900 premises

➤ Peak District (Lot 3.01)

FullFibre awarded £10.7 million to connect 4,400 premises

➤ Dorset and South Somerset (Lot 14)

Wessex Internet awarded £33.5 million to connect 21,400 premises

➤ Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (Lot 32)

Wildanet awarded £41.2 million to connect 16,800 premises

➤ Mid West Shropshire (Lot 25.01)

Voneus awarded £12 million to connect 6,000 premises.

In total, the six new contracts being announced today will cover around 88,600 rural premises – reflecting a combined public investment of £165 million – pushing total investment across all of Project Gigabit’s UK build contracts to £1.3bn (£714m of that has been invested in the last year alone, equating to 380,000 premises).

Over 1 million rural premises and public buildings have already been upgraded to gigabit-capable networks thanks to UK Government investment, but this is only if you include FTTP deployments that also occurred under the prior “Superfast Broadband” (SFBB) programmes. By comparison, most of Project Gigabit’s early contracts have only recently entered the build phase and thus still account for the minority of this total.

Julia Lopez, Minister for Data and Digital, said:

“Connectivity has never been more important for people and businesses. It is increasingly becoming the enabler for so many services that we rely on every day, from using maps to doing business.

The figures published today demonstrate how rapidly we are delivering higher quality gigabit broadband to every part of the country – even some of the most remote rural areas.

Whether that be for a business on the coast of Cornwall or the hills of the Peak District, patchy and poor connection should never be a barrier to economic growth or somebody’s life chances.”

At the time of writing, we currently only have a very basic government summary of the new contracts and their targets (except for Quickline’s South Yorkshire win). But later this morning we’ll add extra details for each one above as they’re made public, such as which initial locations they’ll target and any related build timescales etc.

Project Gigabit GIS Contract Awards History

➤ Wessex Internet for North Dorset (Lot 14.01) in August 2022 (here)

➤ GoFibre for Teesdale (Lot 4.01) in September 2022 (here)

➤ GoFibre for North Northumberland (Lot 34.01) in October 2022 (here)

➤ Fibrus for Cumbria (Lot 28) in November 2022 (here)

➤ Wildanet for Central Cornwall (Lot 32.03) and South West Cornwall (Lot 32.02) in January 2023 (here)

➤ CityFibre for Cambridgeshire (Lot 5) in March 2023 (here)

➤ Wessex Internet for the New Forest (Lot 27.01) in April 2023 (here)

➤ Freedom Fibre for North Shropshire (Lot 25.02) in May 2023 (here)

➤ CityFibre for Norfolk (Lot 7), Suffolk (Lot 2) and Hampshire (Lot 27) in July 2023 (here)

➤ Gigaclear for South Oxfordshire (Lot 13.01) and North Oxfordshire (Lot 13.02) in Nov 2023 (here)

➤ Connect Fibre for North East Staffordshire (Lot 19.01) in Nov 2023 (here)

➤ Connect Fibre for Derbyshire (Lot 3) in Dec 2023 (here)

➤ CityFibre for Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire & East Berkshire (Lot 26), Leicestershire & Warwickshire (Lot 11), West & East Sussex (Lot 16 & 1), Kent (Lot 29) and Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire & Milton Keynes (Lot 12) in Feb 2024 (here)

➤ Connexin for Nottinghamshire & West Lincolnshire (Lot 10) in Feb 2024 (here)

➤ Quickline for West Yorkshire and York Area (Lot 8) in Feb 2024 (here)

➤ Gigaclear for East Gloucestershire (Lot 18) in Feb 2024 (here)

➤ Wessex Internet for South Wiltshire (Lot 30) in Mar 2024 (here)

➤ Quickline for South Yorkshire (Lot 20) in Apr 2024 (here)

➤ FullFibre for West Herefordshire and the Forest of Dean (Lot 15) in Apr 2024

➤ FullFibre for Peak District (Lot 3.01) in Apr 2024

➤ Wessex Internet for Dorset and South Somerset (Lot 14) in Apr 2024

➤ Wildanet for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (Lot 32) in Apr 2024

➤ Voneus for Mid West Shropshire (Lot 25.01) in Apr 2024

	


	






		
		
		eSIM Go expands global coverage and joins GSMA

		
		

	
	


	
		

LONDON, UK – 9 April, 2024 – eSIM Go today announced it has significantly expanded its Digital Mobile Ecosystem to include Tier 1 MNO connectivity products from over 1,000 networks in 190+ countries worldwide, including 250 5G networks and new unlimited data bundles across eSIM Go’s global footprint. The expansion coincides with eSIM Go becoming an Industry Member of the GSMA, further solidifying its position as a prominent player in global mobile connectivity.

Zacc Couldrick, CEO of eSIM Go, said: “As members of the GSMA we’re committed to taking a more active role in contributing to the future of our industry. eSIM Go is at the center of an evolving Digital Mobile Ecosystem that connects high-quality MNOs to a multitude of distribution channels, and yields net-new connections to achieve rapid growth and expedite user adoption of eSIM technology in their markets. Our founding team has been involved in GSMA activities and events since the first eSIM specification was introduced, and we look forward to strengthening ties, drawing on global expertise and collaborating more closely with the mobile industry in the years ahead.” 

eSIM Go enables brands, CSPs and innovators to plug mobile connectivity products and services into existing digital channels – delivering new value, improving NPS and reducing churn while creating more routes to market and increased end-user touchpoints for the mobile industry.

Dynamic global brands and eSIM retailers alike rely on eSIM Go as their trusted supplier and solutions provider for high-quality global mobile connectivity, collaborating to develop and launch commercially viable products – all of which are underpinned by a market-leading suite of operational technology across the entire customer lifecycle.

Colin Bareham, General Manager of Membership at the GSMA, said: “We are delighted to welcome eSIM Go as a GSMA Industry Member and we are looking forward to their participation in our working groups, communities and initiatives, such as GSMA Open Gateway. Organizations from across the mobile ecosystem, and industry sectors such as financial services and manufacturing, join us to move technical innovation forward and help drive growth. We look forward to supporting eSIM Go with their journey.”

 

-ends-

 

About eSIM Go

eSIM Go empowers businesses of any size to offer their own digital connectivity solutions to customers, providing everything needed to scale their global opportunity and go to market fast.

Any commercial model can be aligned with eSIM Go’s complete eSIM product ecosystem, enabling business partners to embed our capabilities into their product via API, co-brand a fully managed eSIM service or pursue an affiliate route.

Global brands in travel, MNO/MVNO, fintech and more trust eSIM Go to generate revenue and increase customer loyalty through high quality eSIM data bundles based on over 1,000 networks in 190+ countries. For more, see http://www.esimgo.com

 

About GSMA

The GSMA is a global organization unifying the mobile ecosystem to discover, develop and deliver innovation foundational to positive business environments and societal change. Our vision is to unlock the full power of connectivity so that people, industry, and society thrive. Representing mobile operators and organizations across the mobile ecosystem and adjacent industries, the GSMA delivers for its members across three broad pillars: Connectivity for Good, Industry Services and Solutions, and Outreach. This activity includes advancing policy, tackling today’s biggest societal challenges, underpinning the technology and interoperability that make mobile work, and providing the world’s largest platform to convene the mobile ecosystem at the MWC and M360 series of events.

 

Media Contacts

Andy Brown

Reality PR

andy@realitypr.co.uk

 

 

 



	


	






		
		
		LilaConnect switches on its GIGABIT FULL FIBRE, Lightning-fast broadband across even more areas in Leek and Stoke-on-Trent

		
		

	
	


	
		

Specialist broadband company LilaConnect is switching on its gigabit full fibre networks making it accessible to even more properties in Leek and across Stoke-on-Trent. 

Over the next twelve weeks more than 6,900 homes and businesses across Leek, as well as Etruria, Cliffe Vale and Shelton in Stoke-on-Trent, will be able to connect to LilaConnect’s gigabit full–fibre broadband. 

This is further proof of LilaConnect’s commitment to ensuring those residing and living in Staffordshire have access to one of the fastest, most reliable internet connections anywhere in the UK.

Unlike other regular broadband connections, or ADSL, that use copper wires to transmit data, LilaConnect uses a gigabit full-fibre network. This offers unmatched internet speeds thanks to its Fibre to the Premises (FTTP) set-up.

As a result, LilaConnect’s full fibre solution provides greater stability reducing the chance of a dropped connection. Customers don’t just see the benefits when downloading – with a fibre connection, information uploads just as fast as it downloads. Greater bandwidth means more data can be transmitted simultaneously, so they can enjoy download speeds up to 15x*  faster than regular internet. 

Added to this, low latency internet is more likely with fibre optic broadband – which ensures that it is ideal for making online calls, online meetings or gaming online. While fibre optic latency is low, bandwidth is high, meaning fibre optic internet is suited for applications that require high-bandwidth, such as streaming video or downloading large files.

It doesn’t end there. LilaConnect’s Fibre optic internet has less interference in instances of disruption, such as peak usage times. It also offers security for customers as the cables are much more secure. This makes FTTP superior in cases for activities such as online banking, online shopping, private emails, or cloud storage. Not only is the service performance exceptional but the pricing of service options from 250Mbps up to 1 Gigabit is extraordinarily competitive*.

Jan Lange, Managing Director at LilaConnect explained: “We are proud to be switching on the new LilaConnect gigabit full fibre network across additional premises in both Leek and Stoke-on-Trent. It will enable more businesses and residents in Staffordshire to take advantage of the best-in-class full-fibre internet connectivity, ensuring they can access a broadband service that’s not only lightning-fast, but stable, secure, and reliable. These are all essential features that help businesses to flourish and residents to thrive in today’s digital age.”

He added: “This is the next step in our investment into the Staffordshire area. It’s a big leap forward in our progress to ensure that the whole region can benefit from first-class connectivity that is future-proofed for the decades to come.” 

Residents and businesses who are interested in connecting to the new LilaConnect’s gigabit, full-fibre broadband can register their interest at www.lilaconnect.co.uk. 

*  According to Ofcom UK Home Broadband Performance Report, March 2023



	


	






		
		
		Trusted Connectivity Alliance Reports Interoperability Push for Consumer eSIM Devices

		
		

	
	


	
		

Trusted Connectivity Alliance (TCA) has published new guidance to enable Java Card applet developers to maximise interoperability and security across eSIM deployments.

‘Stepping Stones for Java Card Applet Developers’is the latest release in TCA’s acclaimed ‘Stepping Stones’ series, which provides recommendations and guidelines to support the development and deployment of SIM-based technologies.

TCA’s new guidance addresses emerging interoperability considerations presented by the growing adoption of eSIM technology. It provides an analysis of key recent Java Card technology updates, along with the impact of broader ecosystem developments from 3GPP, ETSI and GSMA. A series of best practices and security recommendations are also detailed to maximise interoperability and ensure applet assets are sufficiently protected. For developers seeking practical guidance, recommendations are collated into a comprehensive ‘interoperability checklist’ to help address common challenges and deliver high-quality applets.

Amedeo Veneroso, Chair of the TCA Interoperability Working Group, comments: “To ensure seamless integration and simplify eSIM deployments across the highly complex mobile ecosystem, it is imperative that applets are compatible and secure. By addressing the unique considerations presented by Java Card technology, TCA’s latest guidance will support developers – particularly those who are new to the eSIM market – in delivering robust and interoperable solutions that enable the delivery of powerful eSIM-based value-added services.”

Bertrand Moussel, Chair of the TCA Board, adds: “TCA’s various Stepping Stones documents have played an important role in guiding industry stakeholders as part of our decades-long commitment to identifying and promoting the need for strong interoperability. This latest guidance from TCA marks another important milestone in our mission to promote trust and simplicity across the secure connectivity ecosystem.”

Other key interoperability initiatives from TCA include the release of the new, free-to-use TCALoader tool, which enables mobile operators and application developers to download, install and manage applications on the UICC / eUICC to test interoperability across different deployments.

TCA has also reported growing industry momentum for its eSIM Interoperability Testing Service – delivered by COMPRION. The service enables mobile operators, mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs), IoT connectivity providers and eSIM profile developers to test how eSIM profiles interact with an extensive range of consumer eSIM devices such as smartphones, wearables, tablets and laptops. This helps to proactively identify and address individual interoperability issues prior to deployment.

‘Stepping Stones for Java Card Applet Developers’ is available to download here. For further information on the eSIM Interoperability Service and TCALoader, contact info@trustedconnectivityalliance.org and visit the TCA and COMPRION websites.

– ENDS –

For further TCA media information, please contact Yash Raveendra – Tel: +44(0)113 3501922 or email: yash@iseepr.co.uk

About Trusted Connectivity Alliance 

Trusted Connectivity Alliance (TCA) is a global industry association working to enable trust in a connected future.

The organisation evolved from the SIMalliance, reflecting the continued expansion of the global SIM industry and the need for broader collaboration. Its members are leading providers of secure connectivity solutions for consumer, IoT and M2M devices. This spans Tamper Resistant Element (TRE) technologies including SIM, eSIM, integrated SIM, embedded Secure Element (eSE) and integrated Secure Element (iSE), as well as hardware and software provisioning and other personalisation services.

TCA members are: Card Centric, COMPRION, Eastcompeace, Giesecke+Devrient, IDEMIA, Kigen, Linxens, Monty Mobile, NXP Semiconductors, Oasis Smart SIM, STMicroelectronics, Thales, Valid, Workz Group, Wuhan Tianyu and XH Smart Card.

www.trustedconnectivityalliance.org | News | Blog | X | LinkedIn | YouTube

Click here to read our privacy policy.



	


	






		
		
		nPerf Launch New Broadband Speed Testing App for PC and MAC

		
		

	
	


	
		

Internet connection speed benchmarking firm nPerf has today announced the launch of a new app for PC and MAC users, which is said to be capable of testing broadband speeds of up to 10Gbps, with streaming (using the VLC enginer) and browsing tests (using Chromium) now also included. The latter is somewhat unique for web-based speed testers.

“Powered by advanced technology developed by the nPerf team and supported by a global network of servers (+3,000), the nPerf desktop application guarantees accurate and reliable results,” claims the announcement. But assessing such things is notoriously difficult and, in our experience, few broadband speed testing platforms are perfect and often suffer from a mix of different caveats.

As usual, broadband speed testers can be affected by various issues, such as slow Wi-Fi, limitations of the tester itself, local network congestion, the performance of remote internet services and so forth. Take with the usual pinch of salt.

	


	






		
		
		“Democracy and social order could collapse”: NTT issues warning over GenAI

		
		

	
	


	
		

News

In a joint statement alongside national newspaper the Yomiuri Shimbun, NTT said that the current lack of regulation surrounding Generative AI (GenAI) could be catastrophic for society

The rapid evolution of AI – particularly GenAI – over the last two years has been nothing short of remarkable. From the meteoric rise of Open AI and ChatGPT to the historic valuation of NVIDIA at $1.72 trillion earlier this year, rarely a tech news headline goes by without mentioning the disruptive technology in some form or another.

But while some believe the impact of GenAI to be somewhat overblown, others fear the technology could pose a fundamental threat to society. Intentionally or otherwise, GenAI frequently presets untruths with authority, increasingly creating an online environment in which it is difficult to tell fact from fiction. Indeed, some believe the internet is already being flooded with AI-generated content, often itself based upon other AI content.

Japanese telecoms giant NTT, it seems, falls firmly in this latter camp.

This week, the operator has released a joint statement with national newspaper the Yomiuri Shimbun proposing new regulations be introduced related to GenAI, based on joint research the duo conducted in autumn last year.

Noting challenges including AI “hallucinations, bias and toxicity, retraining through input data, infringement of rights through data scraping and the difficulty of judging created products”, the proposal argues that GenAI’s influence on society is already ‘out of control’.

“If generative AI is allowed to go unchecked, trust in society as a whole may be damaged as people grow distrustful of one another and incentives are lost for guaranteeing authenticity and trustworthiness. There is a concern that, in the worst-case scenario, democracy and social order could collapse, resulting in wars,” said the statement.

In particular, the study highlighted the impact that misinformation driven by AI could have on democracy and national security, arguing that “hard laws should be introduced without hesitation” in these areas to avoid “enormous and irreversible damage”.

“If we continue to be unable to sufficiently regulate generative AI — or if we at least allow the unconditional application of such technology to elections and security — it could cause enormous and irreversible damage as the effects of the technology will not be controllable in society. This implies a need for rigid restrictions by law (hard laws that are enforceable) on the usage of generative AI in these areas,” said the statement.

On the other hand, the proposal emphasised the need for flexible regulation, noting that that technology is evolving rapidly and will need a regulatory framework that could do likewise. It highlighted the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, Digital Services Act, and Digital Markets Act as already beginning to build in AI safeguards in this regard. Other markets, however – including NTT’s home market of Japan – have made no such regulatory progress.

Alongside this regulatory overhaul, the proposal also argued for compulsory education in schools about AI usage and its associated risks, updates to copyright law, and effective labelling of AI-generated content.

Broadly speaking, NTT’s position on GenAI seems sensible. Misinformation on the internet was already rife even before the advent of GenAI and the slew of new content created by these new AI models will no doubt only exacerbate the situation. At the same time, the proposal recognises that this technology will play a role in improving productivity and enabling further innovation, hence a flexible, multifaceted approach to regulation will be required.

And, with major elections taking place in numerous countries this year – including the UK and the US – this regulation must be made a matter of priority sooner rather than later.

“The out-of-control relationship between AI and the attention economy has already damaged autonomy and dignity, which are essential values that allow individuals in our society to be free,” concluded the proposal. “If generative AI develops further and is left unchecked like it is currently, there is no denying that the distribution of malicious information could drive out good things and cause social unrest.”

Keep up to date with all of the latest telecoms news from around the world with Total Telecom’s daily newsletter

Also in the news:

Digi Spain sells 6m FTTH accesses to Onivia

Vodafone’s 5G standalone network now connects around half the German population

Broadband poles no problem for Brits says new study



	


	






		
		
		How can the rural connectivity gap be tackled?

		
		

	
	


	
		

Interview 

We recently sat down with Raf Meersman, General Manager for EMEA at IQGeo to discuss the rural digital divide in both the UK and abroad, and how the issue can best be tackled. 

 Could you tell us a little about IQGEO? 

IQGeo provides award-winning geospatial network management software to telecommunication, fiber, and utility operators globally, enabling them to build better networks. We are headquartered in Cambridge, UK with regional offices in Germany, Belgium, North America, Japan, and Malaysia. 

Our solutions ensure greater cross-team collaboration and process efficiency throughout the network lifecycle, from planning and design to construction, operations and sales. We partner with large multinationals and smaller regional operators to deliver the digital innovation they need to increase network resilience, operational safety, and business ROI.  

Unique to the industry, we offer operators our packaged SaaS Insight edition with the ability to seamlessly evolve to our configurable Professional and customizable Enterprise editions as their technical and business requirements grow in complexity. This means that operators always have a solution that is the right size for them, rather than having to invest in features that they don’t need. 

How does IQGeo’s technology contribute to bridging the rural connectivity gap, especially in areas where access to reliable networks is a challenge? 

Our fiber network management software, Network Manager Telecom, enables network operators in their efforts to bring connectivity to remote and underserved locations. Successful broadband deployment in these regions demands speed and agility, and operators building fiber in rural areas cannot afford to make multiple field visits, making it more critical to execute processes right the first time.  

Network Manager Telecom enables field teams to document and manage data online and offline, more powerfully and flexibly than other solutions, ensuring accurate, up-to-date network data. It also offers one digital source of truth with a fully integrated architecture, connecting end-to-end workflows and applications to streamline and optimize every network process. These are essential characteristics to support successful rural network deployment and ongoing fiber network maintenance. 

Can you share specific instances where IQGeo’s solutions have been instrumental in extending connectivity to rural or underserved regions? 

A great example of an IQGeo supporting an operator to bring connectivity to underserved regions is the case study of altnet Alncom. As specialists in rural broadband, Alncom provides internet access to over 50,000 premises in a previously untapped market in the Northumberland region within the UK, unlocking success for customers, businesses, and communities. They have developed a very efficient fibre planning and rollout model that empowers their field engineers to connect homes and businesses with a single site visit. 

To support their fibre deployment efforts, they sought the help of IQGeo. Working in partnership we used our industry knowledge and the IQGeo fiber network management software to effectively map areas and design grid information, providing a visual overview of the area and acting as a guide to determine the optimal placement, position, and scale elements for their network infrastructure. Special considerations had to be taken into account when completing the task, such as ensuring networks were not being built too close to bridges, historical buildings, national parks and narrow roads. By working in close collaboration, we were able to ensure it took place safely, not affecting or disrupting any crucial sites.  

IQGeo’s fibre network management software also enables Alncom to streamline and monitor the build process, thus helping the teams to understand how their systems worked and what their limitations were. The partnership has proved to be one of Alncom’s biggest successes. They overcame an immense challenge of rolling out fiber broadband to over 18 rural hamlets, spanning over 30km, and succeeded.  

Bridging the rural connectivity gap is a global issue. In the markets that IQGeo operate in, do you work with governments, with local communities and stakeholders to understand and cater to their specific needs? And how important is this? 

While IQGeo operates in many global markets, dealing with the regulations in each region directly would be difficult and at times inappropriate as IQGeo is not a fiber network operator. Local governments have their own requirements and processes, which can be very different from place to place. 

But IQGeo understands how important it is to know about local requirements. Our customers work with local governments to understand and follow government regulations. We work closely with them to make sure our technology is meeting their needs and the needs of the communities they serve within the guidelines of local and national government regulation. We use their connections with local governments and their knowledge of regulations to make sure our technology fits into the local requirements smoothly.

What do you think other key industry stakeholders could be doing to bridge the global connectivity gap? 

The digital divide – the gap between those with and without reliable internet access – requires a multi-pronged approach. Here’s how key players can contribute, along with specific examples: 

Governments:

Funding & Incentives: Governments can directly allocate funds for infrastructure development in rural areas. For instance, the US Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) of 2021 allocated a significant $65 billion specifically for broadband development, with a focus on underserved rural communities.  

Regulation Reform: Regulatory Reform: Simplifying the permitting process can significantly decrease the time and expenses associated with deploying broadband infrastructure in rural areas. The European Union’s “Connectivity Toolbox” serves as a comprehensive resource for member states to reference while devising their fiber rollout strategies. Key recommendations from the EU include: 

Implementing permit exemptions or replacing permits with notification systems. 

Establishing a Single Information Point (SIP) to serve as the central hub for submitting permit applications electronically. 

Improving the accessibility of information related to existing physical infrastructure, such as through a unified data portal or providing georeferenced information through various channels. 

Universal Service Programs:

These programs ensure a baseline level of affordable internet access for all citizens, regardless of location. Costa Rica’s Fondo Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (FONATEL) program provides subsidies for deploying broadband infrastructure in underserved areas, ensuring rural communities have access to affordable internet services. 

Telecom Companies: 

Innovative Technologies: Investing in research and development of innovative technologies like fixed wireless access (FWA) can provide cost-effective solutions for rural areas with low population density. For example, Starlink by SpaceX is a satellite internet constellation aiming to deliver high-speed broadband access to underserved communities, including rural areas. While still in its early stages, Starlink offers a promising solution for reaching remote locations where traditional terrestrial infrastructure is not feasible. 

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs): Collaboration between governments and telecom companies can leverage resources and expertise for efficient rural broadband deployment. For example, Spain boasts a 60.5% pass rate in rural areas. This success can be attributed to a key PPP initiative in 2015. Spain’s telecom regulator, CNMC, mandated that Telefonica, the national telecom giant, open its fiber infrastructure to competitors in most of the country. This policy change spurred significant investment from Vodafone, Orange, and other providers in rural fibre rollouts.  

Non-Profit Organisations: 

Digital Literacy Training: Equipping rural residents with the skills needed to effectively utilise broadband access is crucial. The World Wide Web Foundation is a global organisation working with local partners to develop digital literacy programs in underserved communities, including rural areas. These programs help residents navigate the online world confidently. 

Community Outreach: Raising awareness about the importance of bridging the digital divide and advocating for policies that promote rural broadband development is essential. The Rural Assembly, a US-based organisation, advocates for policies that promote rural development and economic opportunity. They raise awareness about the importance of broadband access in rural communities and advocate for government funding and regulatory reform to bridge the digital divide. 

Financial Institutions: 

Loan Programs: Financial institutions can offer loans with favourable terms to support rural telecom companies and entrepreneurs investing in broadband infrastructure. The International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group, provides loans and other financial instruments to support private sector development in developing countries. They have financed several projects related to rural broadband infrastructure development, offering loans with flexible terms to telecom companies operating in underserved areas. For example, the IFC partnered with Telecom Armenia to enhance high-speed broadband infrastructure, including in rural areas, fostering Armenia’s digital economy. 

Impact Investing: Creating investment vehicles that target rural broadband development attracts investors seeking both financial returns and positive social impact. The Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF), managed by Morgan Stanley Infrastructure Partners, is an impact investment fund that invests in rural infrastructure projects in emerging markets, including broadband infrastructure. The RIDF provides investors with the opportunity to earn competitive returns while also contributing to positive social and economic development in rural areas. 

By working together, governments, telecom companies, non-profit organizations, financial institutions, technology providers, and local communities can create a comprehensive strategy to bridge the digital divide. This collaborative effort will ensure that everyone has the opportunity to participate in the digital world and reap the benefits of broadband connectivity. 

What does the near future look like for you? Do you have any exciting upcoming goals, projects or partnerships?

The future of bridging the global digital divide, particularly in rural regions, is brimming with potential. Here’s why we at IQGeo are optimistic: 

Momentum is Growing: Global recognition of the importance of digital inclusion is on the rise. Governments worldwide are allocating funds for rural broadband development, and innovative technologies are emerging to make deployments more efficient and cost-effective. This creates a fertile ground for progress in bringing connectivity to underserved areas. 

Collaboration is Key: We believe effective partnerships are crucial for success. By working closely with leading telecommunication companies and government agencies, we can combine expertise, resources, and innovative approaches to accelerate rural fibre rollouts. 

IQGeo’s Role: We’re dedicated to playing a pivotal role in making broadband a reality for everyone: 

Next-Gen Solutions: We’re developing cutting-edge geospatial software specifically designed for rural fiber network planning and deployment. These advanced tools can streamline processes, optimize infrastructure placement, and ultimately, expedite connectivity efforts. 

Real-World Implementation: We’re actively partnering with key players in the field to implement these advanced solutions in real-world rural broadband projects. This allows us to refine our technologies based on practical experience and ensure they deliver tangible results. 

Focus on Inclusivity: We’re committed to responsible and inclusive development. Our goal is to ensure everyone benefits from the digital world, regardless of location. 

Looking Ahead: Through collaboration and innovative solutions, we envision a future where rural communities enjoy the same level of connectivity as urban areas. This will unlock a wave of opportunities in education, healthcare, economic development, and social inclusion for all. We’re excited to be a part of making this vision a reality. 

  



	


	






		
		
		Freedom Fibre Begin Project Gigabit UK Broadband Build in Shropshire

		
		

	
	


	
		

Network builder Freedom Fibre has announced that they’ve begun the build phase of their £24m state aid supported Project Gigabit broadband rollout contract, which aims to upgrade connectivity for “around” 12,000 hard-to-reach homes and businesses across rural parts of North Shropshire (Lot 25.02) in England to their full fibre (FTTP) network.

The contract award was officially announced in May 2023 (here) and, since then, the operator has been busy conducting the usual pre-build engineering surveys and design work. The good news is that they finally entered the build phase for this in March 2024 and the rollout is expected to complete by the end of 2026 (extra credits to FF for being one of the few Project Gigabit schemes to actually confirm a completion target).

NOTE: Equitix-backed Freedom Fibre currently covers 300,000 premises.

On the other hand, today’s announcement fails to say precisely where the deployment phase has begun its initial build. But the original announcement did name the communities of Cockshutt, Hinstock, High Ercall, Bomere Heath, Hadnall, Cheswardine and Clive. The prior announcement also indicated that the first properties could then start to go live from October 2024.

In addition to this, Freedom Fibre said they will connect an additional 60,000 premises, transforming broadband speeds and reliability for residents and businesses owners. The operator has also committed to a range of social value commitments, such as tree planting, volunteer days and financial support for good and green community projects.

Neil McArthur MBE, Chief Executive Officer of Freedom Fibre, said:

“We are delighted to be rolling out our lightning-fast, full-fibre network across North Shropshire. This investment will be transformational, unleashing so much potential for residents and businesses alike.”

Julia Lopez, Digital Infrastructure Minister, said:

“With a £24 million boost from the UK Government, North Shropshire is poised for a digital revolution. Lightning-fast, reliable broadband will connect thousands of rural homes and businesses, ushering in a new era of opportunity and economic growth for the region.

As part of Project Gigabit, we’re rolling out gigabit-capable networks faster than any other country in Europe, putting an end to buffering and bad connections. It’s great to see how our plan for better broadband is helping rural Shropshire transform, with huge leaps in available internet speeds now on their way to the most hard-to-reach homes and businesses”.

Once live, customers in areas that are due to benefit from this rollout will be able to take packages from a variety of ISPs, such as strategic partner TalkTalk and smaller players like the Fusion Fibre Group, Squirrel Internet and Link Broadband.

	


	






		
		
		AllPoints Fibre Pick Ronan Kelly to be CTO of UK FTTP Broadband Network

		
		

	
	


	
		

Network operator AllPoints Fibre (APFN / Fern Trading), which is the UK wholesale division of Fern Trading’s recently consolidate alternative FTTP broadband ISP networks (Giganet, Jurassic Fibre, and Swish Fibre), has appointed a new Chief Technology Officer (CTO) in the form of industry veteran Ronan Kelly.

Firstly, we don’t think it’s an exaggeration to say that, in his former roles at network technology firm Adtran (most recently as EMEA CTO), Ronan Kelly – over a period of 14 long years – became one of the most recognisable and respected faces across the UK broadband industry. A lot of operators, from smaller players and all the way up to behemoths like Openreach, use Adtran’s kit and Ronan was often front and centre of that drive.

Suffice to say, it was quite a notable development when Ronan recently revealed – via his own LinkedIn profile (oddly, Fern/AllPoints Fibre still haven’t issued a press release) – that he had been appointed CTO of AllPoints Fibre.

Securing such a senior industry figure is somewhat of a scoop for the recently consolidated network operator and lends it a notable air of credibility. This is important because, post-consolidation, APFN has thus far been fairly vague when it comes to communicating their future network plans.

Fern Trading has so far only expressed a desire to “accelerate full fibre delivery over the next five years”, albeit without setting many clear targets. Not to mention the fallout after Cuckoo, which is due to act as the retail ISP outlet for the consolidated AFPN, suddenly booted many of its Openreach based FTTC/P customers to a rival internet provider (here).

Ronan Kelly, CEO of APF, said:

“On Monday [I joined] the exceptional team at AllPoints Fibre (APFN) where the 30 years experience I bring will be focused on making APFN “the most recommended way to connect” to the UK’s fantastic fibre infrastructure.

Thank you to everyone in my Adtran family for all the support and belief during this journey, and a most importantly to every single Adtran customer for placing your trust in us. I look forward to continuing all of these relationships as an Adtran customer, and a potential partner for many of Adtran’s customers, in addition to getting to know all the current vendors and partners supporting AllPoints Fibre so far.

This is going to be truly amazing.”

According to Fern Trading’s most recent annual report to June 2023 (here), the operator’s full fibre division is currently serving around 50,000 customers and building in over 100 locations in the UK (although we’ve not had any new build announcements in a long time). “We are on track to be able to deliver full fibre connectivity to 500,000 properties in those towns and villages,” said the report, without clarifying the timescale for this.

Meanwhile, the division has almost doubled its revenue year-on-year, from £9m in 2022 to £16m in the current year. But building a fibre network is capital intensive, which has thus far resulted in a “reported EBITDA loss” of £120m (2022: £56m loss), which is said to be “in line with expectations and reflects the development stage of the division” (this includes extraordinary costs of £13m associated with the recent restructure).

“As we build out these networks, the assets will be recognised on the balance sheet at cost which cannot include future value which is expected to be generated as the assets have been internally generated,” added the report.

	


	






		
		
		Sky TV Customers Offered Free Hayu for 3 Months with Sky VIP

		
		

	
	


	
		

Customers of Sky’s UK TV service can now get subscription-based video streaming service Hayu free for 3 months, included with their Sky package. The limited-time offer is provided by Sky VIP to celebrate the launch of Hayu on Sky Q, following on from the earlier launches of Hayu on Sky Stream and Sky Glass.

Sky Q customers can find the Hayu app in the dedicated apps section of the UI and also through the voice remote by saying “Hayu” to launch the app. With Sky VIP, customers can simply claim the offer on their device, through Sky Marketplace or by saying “Sky VIP Hayu” into their Sky remote.

Hayu is owned by NBCUniversal, a division of Comcast, and is the home to over 300 shows and 10,000 episodes of reality TV content – including world-renowned franchises and their spin-offs such as The Real Housewives, Million Dollar Listing, Below Deck and Vanderpump Rules. Hayu delivers complete box sets of all seasons in an ad-free environment.

T&Cs Apply:

– Offer period: 9 April 2024 to 8 May 2024.

– 3-month trial to Hayu is available to customers with a subscription to a Sky package at no extra cost.

– Sky (Sky Glass, Sky Stream and Sky Q) customers only.

– Cancel within the 3-month trial period to avoid being charged.

– One 3-month trial via Sky, per customer.

– After the 3-month trial period, subscription will automatically renew at £4.99/€5.99 per month unless cancelled. Cancel anytime.

– UK, Channel Islands, Isle of Man and ROI customers only.

– Sky customers require a separate Hayu account.
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